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Abstract—Traffic sign recognition (TSR) is a research field that has seen much activity in the recent decade. This paper introduces the problem and presents 4 recent papers on traffic sign detection and 4 recent papers on traffic sign classification. It attempts to extract recent trends in the field and touch upon unexplored areas, especially the lack of research into integrating TSR with a driver-in-the-loop system and some of the problems that presents. TSR is an exciting field with great promises for integration in driver assistance systems and that particular area deserves to be explored further.

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic Sign Recognition (TSR) has seen much work in the past decade. With the emergence of increasingly complex Driver Assistance Systems (DAS), such as adaptive cruise control, including some sort of TSR for driver support has become a logical next step for inclusion in top-of-the-line cars. Some cars already come equipped with TSR for speed limit detection, but there are obviously many other signs that would be interesting to recognize from a DAS perspective.

The recent research in the field has been focused on the narrow vision-problem of detection, classification, and - to some extent - tracking of signs in images. For true integration in DAS, a TSR system should rather been looked upon as a driver-in-the-loop system where the driver is an integral part, as described in [1], [2], [3]. By also monitoring the driver, the system can tailor its output to specific situations. Furthermore, research indicates [4] that people are better at perceiving some signs than others, something that a TSR system could also benefit from taking into account to make sure that only relevant information is presented to the driver. There is not point in presenting a sign that the driver has already noticed.

TSR systems are traditionally split into a detection stage and a classification stage. The detection stage takes care of finding signs, while the classification stage figures out what a particular sign means. This paper describes each stage separately. It is possible to add a third stage that does tracking of the detected signs. The structure can be seen in fig. 1. The purpose of this paper is not to be a complete survey, but to highlight trends in the TSR research by using some recent prominent papers as examples. The next section describes traffic signs along with some of the challenges and problem in detecting and recognizing them. After that is sections on how selected recent papers do the detection, classification, and tracking, respectively. That is followed up by a discussion of future directions in which the recent trends are examined and new or under-developed research areas are described.

II. ON TRAFFIC SIGNS

Traffic signs have the purpose of guiding people through the traffic in a safe manner. They are defined through laws, so the TSR task is quite well-defined. It is still, however, a complicated multi-class detection and classification problem, in some cases with extremely low intra-class variance.

The designs of traffic signs are standardized through laws, but differ across the world. In Europe many signs are standardized via the Vienna Convention on Road Signs And Signals [5]. There, shapes are used to categorize different types of signs: Circular signs are prohibitions including speed limits, triangular signs are warnings and rectangular signs are used for recommendations or sub-signs in conjunction with one of the standard shapes. In addition to these, octagonal signs are used to signal a full stop, downwards pointing triangles yield and countries have different other types, e.g. to inform about city limits. Examples of these signs can be seen in fig. 2.

In the US, traffic signs are regulated by the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (MUTCD) [6]. It defines which signs exist and how they should be used. It is accompanied by the Standard Highway Signs and Markings (SHSM) book, which describes the exact designs and measurements of signs. At the time of writing, the most recent MUTCD was from 2009, while the SHSM book has not been updated...
since 2004, and thus it describes the MUTCD from 2003. An updated version of the SHSM should be on its way. The MUTCD contains a few hundred different signs, divided into 13 categories. US signs are white rectangles for regulatory signs, yellow diamonds for warnings, downwards pointing triangles for yield and octagons for full stop. Examples of American signs can be seen in fig. 3.

The Vienna Convention and the US MUTCD are the main standards. Most other countries use standards that are close to one of them, or a combination of the two. While signs seem to be well defined in many cases, the TSR task is made more difficult by a number of challenges. The signs may not be placed properly, so they are not perpendicular to the road, colors may be off due to wear or lighting conditions, they may be occluded by trees, poles, or other cars. Many signs, such as speed limit signs with different limits, are very similar to each other, making the classification task complicated.

III. Detection

As mentioned, the purpose of the detection stage is to find sign and pass them on to a classifier. It is common to treat detection and classification as two separate steps, but the interface between them is not standardized. Some classifiers rely on the detector to provide information on not only the center of the sign, but also its size, shape or overall sign type (e.g. regulatory sign vs. warning sign). Very often the attributes that determine the sign type - commonly shape and color - are also attributes the detector use, so this information is directly available.

Traditionally [12], [13], sign detectors have been classified as being either color-based or shape-based. Color-based detectors would find signs based on their distinctive background- or border-color, whereas shape-based detectors would ignore color-information completely and find sign-shapes instead. This classification of detectors seem a bit outdated, since all color detectors also use shape information for further filtering. Champions of shape-based methods argue that color-detection is unreliable due to changes in lighting and sign wear. However, similar arguments can be put forth against shape-based detectors: Signs can be partly occluded or they may be rotated or otherwise distorted so their shapes look different, something not all shape based detectors can handle.

A better way to look at detectors is by splitting them into three blocks: Segmentation, feature extraction, and detection. Classification is not covered here, as that second part of the system is described in section IV. Almost all detection algorithms can be split into these blocks, making comparison across systems easy. Segmentation is usually color-based, but it may also be shape-based. It is the act of narrowing down the search to areas that are likely to contain signs. When that is done, features can be extracted from their areas. The choice of features is usually made in combination with the choice of the detector, since they work in unison to determine the actual signs.

In this paper, we have chosen to cover 4 recent leading papers [7], [9], [10], [11] that describe different methods of detecting signs. These papers, apart from being very recent, cover trends in the area well: Some use theoretical sign models, some use learned models, some are mainly color-based, some rely more on shapes, some have extensive focus on tracking. This means that they cover most directions in the field. An overview of the selected papers can be seen in table I. Each of the following subsections cover their methods used for the three blocks: Segmentation, feature extraction, and detection. For further analysis of traffic sign detection methods, see [14].
TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF DETECTION METHODS IN 4 RECENT PAPERS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Segmentation method</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Detection method</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[7]</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>HSI thresholding with addition for white signs (8)</td>
<td>DtB (distance to bounding box)</td>
<td>Linear SVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[10]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Various HOG-features</td>
<td>5 stage cascaded classifier trained with LogitBoost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A. Segmentation

[9] opts to use a color based segmentation. They propose a quad-tree attention operator. First step is a filtering that amplifies red and blue colors, the colors of the signs that the system is intended to work with. Then they compute a gradient magnitude map for each of the colors, and their corresponding integral images. Now, the image is evaluated for whether it contains a total color gradient over a certain threshold. If it does not, there is simply not enough colored edges in the sign to constitute any signs. If it does, the image is now split into four quarters, and the same check is done for each quarter. This process continues until a region goes below the threshold, or the minimum region size is reached. Adjacent regions that reach the minimum size while still containing enough gradients are clustered and constitute a sign candidate.

In [7], they follow the method described in their earlier paper, [15], and segment with a thresholding in the HSI (Hue, Saturation, Intensity) color space. It is argued that the HSI space is more robust to changes in lighting than the regular RGB (Red, Green, Blue) color space. They do, however add a method (originally pioneered by [8]), that finds achromatic colors and use this to find white signs. After the segmentation, image pixels that belong to the same color are grouped together.

[11] use a biologically inspired segmentation algorithm, which attempts to find areas in the image that are “interesting”. They compute an attention map based on various features, such as Difference of Gaussians (DoG), and Gabor filter kernels that mimics the brain of a mammal. This is done in the RGBY space, since that models how an eye works. These features are weighted and result in a map where high value areas are likely to contain signs.

In [10] they simply opt to not do any segmentation or preprocessing, but jump directly into feature extraction and detection.

For more on segmentation, see the great overview and comparison in [16].

B. Feature extraction

The features that must be extracted must be chosen in close connection with the detection method. In [9], they test both an edge based detector and a cascade using Haar-like feature [17], but end up using the edge based one. Thus, their features are simply the image gradients.

The detector in [7] relies on Distance to Bounding box (DtB) features. It is a measure of distances from the edges of an object to its rectangular bounding box. A rectangular sign will have zero distance to its bounding box, while an upwards pointing triangle will have zero distance to the bottom of its bounding box, but increasing distances when approaching to the upper corners of the bounding box.

To obtain features in [11], they run a color thresholding and then calculate a number of geometric features, such as corner positions, size and eccentricity.

In [10], two different types of Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) features are used. HOG features are, as the name suggests, histograms detailing the orientation of the gradients in an area. Thus, all horizontal lines are binned together, as are vertical lines, etc.

C. Detection

The detection block is where the features for each sign candidate are evaluated and it is determined whether they describe a sign or not. The detection can either be done by matching a theoretical model with the feature (such as deciding whether the candidate looks like a circle), or by matching the features with a learned model of how signs should look in these particular features.

[9], [11] use a theoretical model. In [9], a center-voting scheme based on circles’ edges, first presented in [18], is used to find sign candidates. [11] use a template for where corners should be located.


IV. CLASSIFICATION

Classification is where the meaning of the detected signs are determined. It is a classical computer vision task. Recently, the competition “The German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark” (GTSRB) [23] has put renewed focus on the classification. It is a competition with the objective of classifying a number of German (and thus Vienna Convention compliant) signs in no less than 43 classes. The number of classes alone makes this a challenging task. The competition attracted many competitors and spawned four papers [19], [20], [21], [22] from the best competitors. These papers can be said to represent the state-of-the-art in sign classification. An overview can be seen in table II. They achieve very good classification rates for the GTSRB dataset.
TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF CLASSIFICATION METHODS IN THE 4 PAPERS FROM THE GTSRB CONTEST.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Classification method</th>
<th>Classification rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[19]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Hue histograms and HOG</td>
<td>Network of SVM classifiers</td>
<td>96.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[20]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>48x48 pixel color normalized image patches</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network</td>
<td>98.98%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[21]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>32x32 pixel image patches in the YUV color space</td>
<td>Convolutional neural network</td>
<td>98.97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[22]</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>HOG-features</td>
<td>K-d trees and random forests</td>
<td>97.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unlike the detection task, where some systems employ a theoretical model instead of a learned one, all competitors used a learned classifier. [19] use a network of SVM classifiers. It runs a preprocessing to normalize and enhance colors and calculate the features used: A set of hue histograms and a set of HOG-features. [20] - the winner of the competition - use a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) and does not extract specific features, but use full 48x48 pixel color normalized image patches. A CNN is inspired by the primary visual cortex [24] and described further in [25], [26]. [21] also use a convolutional network on full image patches, this time resized to 32x32 pixels and converted to the YUV color space. [22] use K-d trees (similar to [27]) with the Best Bin First algorithm described in [28] and random forests on HOG-features.

V. TRACKING

Tracking is the act of following a sign through several frames. Tracking is not used by any of the papers mentioned in the classification section above, since they were simple passed an image of a sign and could leave any tracking to the detector. Detectors, however, can benefit vastly from incorporating a tracking algorithm. Not only can it be used to discard false positives by discarding signs that only appear in a single frame - usually the result of noise - they can also use it to only present new signs to the classifier, enhancing the speed of the system. Furthermore, a sophisticated tracking system can make sure that signs that are temporarly occluded are not reported as new signs when they show up again.

Of the selected papers, only one employ tracking: [9]. It has a sophisticated tracking system based on the changes in appearance of the sign. When detecting a sign, it is assumed to be undistorted. Then a number of random deformations of that particular sign is generated. These distorted views are used to train the tracker on the fly. The motion is learned by fitting these to the sign in following frames using regression. The system is described further in [29], [30].

VI. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

TSR is an area that has seen a lot of contributions recently, and it is an area that is well researched. The main shortcoming is that for detection, no standardized dataset is used, so comparison among papers is hard. Only a few public datasets exist that are suitable for detection: The Swedish Traffic Signs Dataset [31], the KUL Belgium Traffic Sign Classification Benchmark [32], and most recently the LISA Dataset [14]. None of them are widely used yet. The lack of common datasets was recently remedied for the classification stage, where the GTSRB dataset is a good contribution which is already used in a few papers. For training purposes, synthetic images has also recently been explored in [33], but is was deemed unsatisfactory, thus underlining the need for these datasets.

The trends seem to be towards more thoroughly tested and compared systems. This effort is spearheaded by the GTSRB, but something similar is needed for detection. It also seems that the trend goes toward learned systems rather than pre-programmed heuristics. Earlier, the common thing has been to create full systems covering both detection and classification, but with the GTSRB, systems has been more modularized and it has become common to create systems that only do classification, something that will make it easier to mix and match approaches to arrive at a system that is fit for a specific application.

However, when looking at TSR in a bigger perspective, much remains to be done. Good detection and classification systems exist, but little work on how to apply TSR in actual systems exist. As mentioned in the introduction, many TSR systems cite driver assistance as their motivation, but simply recognizing signs does not help the driver. In order for TSR to be really applied to driver-in-the-loop systems, it is crucial to take him into account. One option is to look at driver attention: Why present the driver with signs that he has already seen? That will only contribute to information overload. It may also be necessary to pay special attention to signs that drivers are known to simply glance over, as presented in [4].

For a driver-in-the-loop system tracking becomes even more crucial than it already is. As of now, it is mostly used to increase robustness, or not at all. When a driver is present, it is important not to present the same sign to him twice, again to prevent information overload. This means that when a sign is temporarily occluded, it should be handled by tracking so it is not discovered as a new sign when it shows up again. There is also the issue of how to present recognized signs to the driver. In general, the area of really including the driver in TSR systems are virtually unexplored.

VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has presented 4 significant recent papers in the area of sign detection and 4 in the area of classification. TSR systems have seen much activity recently, but progress is hampered by the fact that comparison across papers is
hard when no standardized dataset for detection exists. Still, very good systems show up, and especially the... of the Roles of Real-world and Synthetic Datasets,” in 21st International Conference on Pattern Recognition, nov 2012.

Still, much research remains to be done in the area of applying TSR to DAS. Proper integration of the two is a very promising and exiting task that is in need of much more attention. While many systems perform well in the area when viewed strictly as an object detection or classification task, not much work has been done in applying such systems to driver assistance.
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